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Abstract—The prediction for information diffusion on social
networks has great practical significance in marketing and public
opinion control. It aims to predict the individuals who will
potentially repost the message on the social network. One type
of method is based on demographics, complex networks and
other prior knowledge to establish an interpretable model to
simulate and predict the propagation process, while the other
type of method is completely data-driven and maps the nodes
to a latent space for propagation prediction. Existing latent
space design and embedding methods lack consideration for the
intervene among users. In this paper, we propose an independent
asymmetric embedding method to embed each individual into
one latent influence space and multiple latent susceptibility
spaces. Based on the similarity between information diffusion
and heat diffusion phenomenon, the heat diffusion kernel is
exploited in our model and establishes the embedding rules.
Furthermore, our method captures the co-occurrence regulation
of user combinations in cascades to improve the calculating
effectiveness. The results of extensive experiments conducted on
real-world datasets verify both the predictive accuracy and costeffectiveness of our approach.
Index Terms—Network Embedding, Representation Learning,
Cascade Prediction, Social Network

I. I NTRODUCTION
Information diffusion through social networks like Twitter
and Facebook has profoundly affected our social, economic,
and political environment, due to its convenience and efficiency. The diffusion of information on social networks is
a complex and dynamic process, which aroused the great
research enthusiasm of researchers. The researches on information diffusion play an important role in many fields
such as predicting how popular a piece of information will
become [1], [2], finding some nodes in a social network
that could maximize the spread of influence [3], [4], how
much a cascade will grow [5], [6] and so on. In this paper,

we study the task of information diffusion prediction. The
process that people repost messages others post on social
media is considered as an information diffusion process on
the social network, and the propagation sequence of users that
reflects the flow of information by time stamps is defined as
a diffusion cascade, such as A → B → C → D. Information
diffusion prediction is to foresee the future cascades knowing
the observed cascades.
Plenty of works have been proposed to tackle this information diffusion prediction problem. The conventional approaches jointly exploit the explicit network structure and
the underlying dynamic mechanism, and predict the diffusion process from the perspective of social network science.
However, these works are mainly based on some features,
such as temporal information [5], diffusion content [7] and
network nodes’ interactions [8]. Although these methods have
shown significant improvements in the diffusion prediction
task, the feature engineering in the prediction process requires
much manual effort and extensive domain expert knowledge.
The representation learning happens to offer a solution to
this problem. Its goal is to automatically learn the feature
representations from social diffusion data, so that the network
embedding can be effectively applied to the downstream tasks
without the complicated feature engineering.
In this paper, we propose an independent asymmetric embedding (IAE for short) method to accurately and effectively
learn social network embedding for cascade prediction. Our
method distinguishes itself from existing embedding methods
in two key aspects. First, different from existing methods
where individuals are embedded into just one or two latent
space(s), our method embeds each cascade with different seed
nodes into different latent spaces. The diffusion source node
is embedded into a latent influence space while the succes-

sors are into the corresponding latent susceptibility space. In
this way, our method possesses the flexibility to capture the
asymmetric interpersonal influence that is intuitively expected
and empirically observed in information diffusion. Meanwhile,
the interaction between cascades from different sources is
also considered. Second, our method proposes the concept of
dominant combination to capture the co-occurrence regulation
of users in cascades and reduce the computation complexity
at the same time.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Towards the cascade prediction problem, the prediction
methods are generally to model the diffusion process making
sure the model matched the observed diffusion cascade, and
make predictions based on the model. Early models attempt to
predict and understand the dynamic of observed propagation
such as independent cascade (IC) [9], [10] and linear threshold
(LT) [11], [12]. Some models improved from IC and LT are
proposed later to capture some propagation features like time
series [13], the spreading speed, and the randomness in the
spreading sequence order [14]. All these models rely on the
underlying diffusion model in the network and call for prior
knowledge of network structure. Other models discard the artificial assumption of the information propagation mechanism.
They purely use the local structural characteristics of nodes for
embedding, and make predictions by neural network method,
like [15], [16].
The other kind of models are fully data-driven and do
not require a specific network structure. These works based
on network embedding are proposed, which always learn
directly from the diffusion cascades and capture a network
representation from them. For example, the content diffusion
kernel model [17] aims to learn the representation of the
whole network based on the observed cascades. Each node
in the network would be embedded as a vector in a latent
space. The model predicts the information diffusion process
based on the distance of vectors in the latent space, where
the node closer to the source spreads the information earlier.
Embedded-IC [18] is similar and models the diffusion process
based on the closeness between the information sender’s vector
and receiver’s vector. In the information-based embeddingbased diffusion prediction model [19], the diffusion prediction
is transformed into a spatial probability learning task in the
latent space, by controlling the distance between users in the
latent space to preserve the time series information in the
diffusion process. Deep collaborative embedding model [20]
collaboratively embed the nodes with a deep architecture into
a latent space, which can learn nodes’ embeddings with the
information of diffusion order. Yet, these embedding-based
methods pay less attention to the interference when embedding
nodes into latent spaces, which may lead that the embedding
vectors of unrelated nodes being very close.
III. P REDICTION M ODEL
In this section, we propose the cascade prediction model and
introduce the heat diffusion kernel which models the contam-

ination propensity of any node given a particular information
source. Thus the goal of our prediction model turns to learn
the diffusion kernel and rank nodes by their positions in the
latent spaces.
A. Diffusion Dynamics in Latent Space
A social network is composed of a set of users U =
(u1 , . . . , uN ) and relationships between them. A message
m starts from a source user and spreads to contaminates
subsequent infected users along with the links of the network.
The purpose of diffusion prediction is to predict the cascade
m
cm = (um
0 , . . . , un ) describes to whom and when the message
spreads among users. um
0 here stands for the source user
of the cascade cm . The former CDK and PAE models both
proposed a concept of latent space and used machine learning
technologies to resolve the prediction problem. CDK is that
users are embedded into a latent vector space where the
information diffusion process is modeled using heat diffusion
dynamics [17]. The influence between users in social networks
is usually asymmetric. Different from CDK where users are
embedded into a single latent space, PAE embeds each user
into two latent spaces: a latent influence space X and a latent
susceptibility space Y , which can possess the flexibility to
capture the asymmetric interpersonal influence [21].
In fact, there is still a problem of mutual interference
between cascades deriving from different source nodes in the
cascade embedding process. This may cause that users who
are far apart in the real social network are very close in a latent
space yet. For example, in a social network, users C and D are
fans of celebrity A, while users C and E are fans of celebrity
B, but D and E are not connected. When A sends a message,
C and D forward it successively; when B sends a message, C
and E forward it successively. In the former models, such a
phenomenon will cause the positions of the three users C, D,
and E are very close to each other in a latent space, while D
and E are not related in the actual network, as shown in Figure
1. And if A publishes two pieces of information, and C, D,
and C, and E forward the two pieces of information separately,
then there is a high probability that C, D, and E are all fans
of A, and there is indeed a relationship between the three.
Closely connected, then the prediction results of C, D, and
E obtained when predicting the propagation sequence of the
message sent by user A will forward the message successively,
with a high probability that it is consistent with the actual
situation. Therefore, for the cascades with the same source
node, embedding cascades into the same latent space is in
line with the actual situation. For two cascades from different
sources, the users in cascades are supported to be embedded
in two latent spaces respectively.
To this end, an independent asymmetric embedding model
(IAE) is proposed to avoid interference between source nodes
in the latent spaces learning process. For each source node, we
build a latent susceptibility space for them respectively and the
users in the cascade deriving from this source are embedded
into its own latent susceptibility space. IAE embeds users
into a latent influence space X and N latent susceptibility
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Fig. 1. (a) shows a information diffusion case in social network, the arrow
means the direction of the message propagates; (b) and (c) illustrate the user
embedding circumstances for case (a) in PAE and IAE model separately.
Obviously, the unfamiliar users D and E are close in PAE’s latent susceptibility
space, while they are embedded apart into different spaces in IAE model.

spaces (Y1 , . . . , YN ), so that every user ui as a source has her
independent susceptibility space Yui . Figure 2 demonstrates
how a cascade will be embedded in these two models.

According to the diffusion kernel 2, the distance from source
u0 to target ui is the key factor to decide the possibility that
2
ui will be infected by u0 , a shorter distance kxu0 − yui k
indicate a greater possibility, that provides a strong constraint
of our embedding model.
In IAE, the constraint restrict the relationships between the
distances from the infected users (ui , uj ) to the source u0 are
defined, which described the situation where user ui and uj
are both in the cascade cm . And the constraint is defined as
∀ (ui , uj ) ∈ cm × cm , tm (ui ) < tm (uj )
2
u 2
⇒ xu0 − yuu0i < xu0 − yu0j

(3)

where, tm (ui ) denotes the contamination order number of ui
u
in cm ; xu0 is the influence coordinate of u0 and yu0j denotes
the susceptibility coordinate of u0 in the space Yu0 .
Then the diffusion modeling process is to learn the optimal
coordinates of the users in the latent spaces from training samples according to the constraint. The corresponding empirical
risk of the model is defined as:
L=

X

4 (E (., u0 , .) , cm )

(4)

cm ∈Ctrain

Fig. 2. The difference between latent spaces of PAE and IAE models. For a
diffusion cascede, its source node will be embedded into an influence space
and subsequent infected nodes into one susceptibility space in PAE model,
shown as the left. In IAE model, the nodes in the back will be embedded into
a special space for their source node.

B. Diffusion Kernel
The information diffusion process on the social media
strictly follows the network structure which means the information can only be disseminated from a user to his neighbor
on the social network. In the same way, some works believe
the diffusion process of heat is also based on the network
structure [22], [23]. Thus the heat diffusion kernel is employed
here providing the basis of information diffusion kernel.
The heat diffusion kernel E (t, u0 , ui ) computes the heat at
location ui at time t knowing that the heat source is u0 , which
defined as
n

E (t, u0 , ui ) = (4πt)− 2 e−

kxu0 −xui k2
4t

(1)

Referring to Equation 1, the new information diffusion
kernel can be defined 2, in which xu0 is location of the source
user u0 in the latent influence space and yuu0i is user ui ’s latent

where Ctrain is the set of training cascades;
4 (E (., u0 , .) , cm ) is a loss function that measures how
much the prediction E (., u0 , .) given by the diffusion kernel
differs from the observed cascade cm . The loss function is
defined as follow:
P
4 (E (., u0 , .) , cm ) =
max
ui ∈cm ,uj ∈cm ,i<j



(5)
2
u 2
0, Cumi ,uj − xu0 − yu0j − xu0 − yuu0i
where
critical
penalty
margin
Cumi ,uj
=

tm (uj )−tm (ui )
logµ 1 + 1+tm (ui )
is defined in [21]. Finally, the
problem of learning the optimal coordinates (X, Y1 , ..., YN )∗
becomes:
∗

(X, Y1 , . . . , YN ) =

arg min L

(6)

(X,Y1 ,...,YN )

which is to minimize the total empirical loss between the
predictions and the observed cascades.
u
The optimal values for parameter {xu0 , yuu0i , yu0j } in Equation 5 can be obtained via minimizing the loss function in
Equation 6. In this paper, the gradient descent method is used

for model parameter estimation and the gradients with respect
u
to xu0 , yuu0i and yu0j are given by

∂L
= 2 yuu0j − yuu0i
∂xu0

∂L
= 2 yuu0i − xu0
∂yuu0i

∂L
uj
uj = 2 xu0 − yu0
∂yu0

(7)

The specific learning process is shown as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Latent Space Learning Based on GD
Input:
The cascade set for training, C; The dimension of latent
spaces, D; The maximum number of iterations, K; The
iteration rate, η;
Output:
Latent Spaces, (X, Y1 , ..., YN )∗ ;
1: k ← 0;
k
2: (X, Y1 , . . . , YN ) ← random ;
3: Extract
all dominant combinations DC
=
{(u0 , ui , uj , c) |t (ui ) < t (uj )} from cascade set C,
while c is critical penalty margin;
4: while k < K and gradients exist do
k
k−1
5:
(X, Y1 , . . . , YN ) ← (X, Y1 , . . . , YN )
;
6:
for ∀ (u0 , ui , uj , c) ∈ C do
2
u 2
7:
ĉ = xu0 − yu0j − xu0 − yuu0i ;
8:
if ĉ < c then
9:
Compute accumulative gradients for xu0 , yuu0i and
u
yu0j using Equation 7;
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
Update (X, Y1 , ..., YN )k with the average value of the
accumulative gradients and the iteration rate η;
∗
k
13:
(X, Y1 , . . . , YN ) ← (X, Y1 , . . . , YN ) ;
14: end while
15: return (X, Y1 , ..., YN )∗ ;
D. Prediction Method
With the estimated coordinates of users in the latent spaces,
the model is used to perform cascade prediction on the test
cascade set Ctest . The diffusion prediction is treated as a
ranking problem. For each cascade cm = (u0 , ..., uk , ..., un ),
the users except u0 are ranked in the ascending order by the
2
Euclidean distance xu0 − yuu0i . The ranked user cascade
∗
cm = (ur1 , . . . , uri , . . . , urn ) implies the diffusion order from
u0 .
E. Sampling Strategy and Computation Complexity
The users co-occur in the diffusion cascade is regular,
and this co-occurrence association in the network is essential
for understanding the internal dynamics of propagation to a
great extent [24]–[27]. In a cascade (s, ..., u, ..., v) where s
is the source user, the user u occurs before v, and we use
a user combination (s, u, v) to represent this co-occurrence

relationship. For an opposite user combination, (s, u, v) and
(s, v, u) which may exist simultaneously in the cascade set. If
the former combination teems in a cascade set while the latter
emerge rarely, it can be inferred that this user order (s, u, v)
is almost stable in the social network. Thus it is believed
the combination with more occurrences implies the cascading
regulation, and we call it the dominant combination. Using the
dominant combination in the learning process can reduce the
computation complexity while maintaining prediction performance.
Besides, in order to decrease the algorithm computation
complexity as well, the same combinations generated from
different cascades can be merged and an average critical
penalty margin is calculated for the combinations. For example, the combination (1, 3, 4) appears in the two cascades
c1 = (1, 5, 3, 7, 4) and c2 = (1, 3, 5, 7, 4) and the critical
penalty margins of (1, 3, 4) in the two cascades can be
1
2
calculated as C3,4
= 0.74 and C3,4
= 1.32, then the average
critical penalty margin of the combination (1, 3, 4) is c = 1.03
and the combination should be considered once in an epoch.
Here only the dominant combination is sampled for learning.
Thus, the learning complexity of IAE model approaches
O(K × S × C(ni, 2) × D). K is the number of epochs. S
is the number of cascade samples. D is the dimension of the
latent spaces. ni is the number of influenced users that is all
users in a cascade except the source user and C(ni, 2) is the
number of dominant user combinations among the influenced
users.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, the experiment data and baseline methods
are introduced and the results demonstrate the strength of our
IAE model.
A. Experiment Data
The experiments are conducted on the data extracted from
real social networks, which are described as follows:
Twitter [28] is a social media network where people make
the information spread by retweet the messages someone else
tweets. The dataset extracted from Twitter comprises 137,093
nodes, 3,589,811 edges and 569 cascades (users sharing the
same message are treated as a cascade ordered by sharing
time).
Digg [29] is a website where users can submit stories and
vote for the stories they like. The dataset contains 279,632
nodes, 2,617,993 edges and 3553 cascades with timestamps.
Douban is a Digg-like social network, which is one of
the biggest online social networks in China. The dataset is
extracted from the ”Top100 users” network, which is composed of the 100 most popular users and their followers
contains 13,777 nodes and 567,250 edges. And there are
21,756 cascades in this dataset.
B. Evaluation Metric
MAP has been used for evaluating cascading prediction
[15], [17], [20], [21]. In this paper, we also take MAP as

the precision evaluation for prediction performance. The main
idea of MAP is to set n cut-off according to the prediction
order, calculate the prediction accuracy of each prediction topk fragments, and finally compute the average accuracy. The
calculation framework of MAP is as follows:
1 X
APc
|Ct |

(8)

T w itte r
D ig g
D o u b a n

0 .3

M A P

M AP =

0 .4

0 .2

c∈Ct

Where Ct is the cascade set used for testing; c represents
a cascade; APc represents the prediction accuracy of c and
it has different calculation methods according to different
understandings. If the top-k precision of ĉ is defined as the
hit rate of the first k nodes of ĉ over the ground truth [20]:
1 X |ĉk ∩ c|
APc =
|c|
|ĉk |

(9)

nk ∈|c|

Where nk is the node in ground-truth cascade c and k is
it’s order in the prediction cascade ĉ. ĉk is the set of first k
objects of ĉ.
C. Baselines
Besides the models mentioned above which are CDK and
PAE, the other two state-of-the-art network-embedding-based
models are also chosen as the baseline methods to compare.
Topo-LSTM [15] uses directed acyclic graph as the diffusion topology to explore the diffusion structure of cascades
rather than regarding it as merely a sequence of nodes ordered by their infection timestamps. Then it puts dynamic
directed acyclic graphs into an LSTM-based model to generate
topology-aware embeddings for nodes as outputs. The infection probability at each time step will be computed according
to the embeddings.
DCE [20] also investigates capturing the network structure
property when embedding. The model uses cascade collaboration to regulate the closeness between any two embeddings of
one cascade and use node collaboration to capture the structure
similarity between nodes in a cascade when concurrently
embedding nodes into latent space. In this way the nonlinearity feature of information cascades can be effectively
modelled.
D. Experiment Results
We firstly investigate the impacts of hyperparameters. Figure 3 demonstrates the prediction accuracy curves of IAE
vary with the dimension of latent spaces. All the spaces in
IAE share the same dimension. It can be seen that the model
reaches the highest MAP when the dimension D in [70,80],
thus if no explicit statement, we use D = 75 in the later
experiments.
Then the impact of learning rate η is studied. This hyperparameter illustrates the step size of gradient descent during
parameter learning. Table I demonstrates the precision MAP
increases when learning rate η in [0.0005,0.01], but decreases
when η continues to grow, which may be attributed to the lack
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Fig. 3. Impact of dimensionality on IAE model.
TABLE I
I MPACT OF LEARNING RATE η ON IAE MODEL .
η
0.0005
0.002
0.01
0.05
0.25

Twitter
0.314
0.327
0.347
0.320
0.286

Digg
0.235
0.259
0.282
0.275
0.218

Douban
0.301
0.312
0.315
0.310
0.267

of convergence led by a large learning rate. We use η = 0.01
in the later experiments.
The five models are compared in terms of their accuracy for
cascade prediction. And in order to figure out the influence
of the exploitation of dominant combination, IAEf ull , which
employs all user combinations is also used for comparison.
For a fair comparison, we use the best parameter configuration
for each method, and the result is shown in Table II. It can
be found that IAE and IAEf ull outperform others in all three
data sets, and IAEf ull leads a little. But the time consumption
of IAEf ull is near three times of IAE, seeing Table III. The
models’ performance varies with the iteration can also reflect
the efficiency. Given that it is meaningful to compare the
efficiency of CDK, PAE and IAE, whose design ideas have
the continuity relation, only these three models are judged
here. As shown in Figure 4, the precision increases quickly at
the beginning and then tends to be flat, indicating the limit of
the model’s prediction ability. PAE and IAE quickly achieve
the highest MAP comparing to CDK, illustrating the impact
of utilizing critical penalty margin. Taking all these terms into
consideration, the proposed IAE model gets the best prediction
and most cost-effective performance.
TABLE II
MAP OF THE COMPARED MODELS AT CASCADE PREDICTION .
CDK
PAE
Topo-LSTM
DCE
IAE
IAEf ull

Twitter
0.182
0.270
0.255
0.327
0.358
0.374

Digg
0.085
0.137
0.214
0.242
0.252
0.251

Douban
0.134
0.189
0.256
0.277
0.320
0.334

TABLE III
RUNNING TIME ( IN MINUTE ).

IAE
IAEf ull

Twitter
168
472

Digg
40
98

Douban
45
137
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Fig. 4. The variation trends of the three models’ prediction performances
with the increase of iteration steps.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of information cascade prediction
in online social networks has been investigated using network
embedding techniques. Improved from existing methods where
the susceptible individuals are embedded into a single latent
space, our method embeds each individual into a corresponding latent susceptibility space to avoid the embedding interference between nodes. Furthermore, our method extracts the
dominant user combination to capture the cascading regulation
and improve the computation efficiency of model prediction
accordingly. Thus the proposed independent asymmetric embedding (IAE) model can learn social embedding accurately
and effectively for cascade prediction. The results of extensive
experiments conducted on real social datasets validate the
predictive accuracy and cost-effectiveness of the proposed
method.
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